and outrage that proponents of animal liberation would want to "degrade" humans to the level of mere animals and concludes that these "extremists" are misanthropes with an anti-human agenda. His concern has led him to appear before the U.S. House of Representatives Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security to advocate strengthening the law against animalrights "terrorism."
Smith's book is a polemic aimed at the general public. He paints animal liberation with broad, dark brush strokes. He devotes much space to describing violent acts of groups like the Animal Liberation Front, and sees this "terrorism" as a characteristic part of the movement as a whole. While acknowledging that Gary Francione and a few others reject violence, Smith (2009, p. 137) says, "terrorism in the name of animal rights can be thought of as one arm of an octopus, with PETA, HSUS, philosophers, financiers, and the like being other tentacles."
Smith demonstrates little familiarity with the large range of literature on the moral status of animals, and indeed shows little interest in making a philosophically rigorous argument. Nonetheless, I think a fair summation of his position would go something like this:
The possession of moral agency confers moral rights and responsibilities upon human beings. Animals, who universally lack moral agency, can have neither rights nor responsibilities. Only moral beings have the fundamental right never to be used as mere means for the ends of others. Those humans who are not themselves moral agents have the same right to protection as moral agents because (1) they share the essential property of being moral by nature, and (2) to treat them differently would undermine the distinction between humans and animals and thus would undermine both the concept of universal human rights and the legitimate right of humans to exploit non-humans in ways they consider appropriate.
Although he says his doctrine of human exceptionalism is not predicated on a rejection of evolution or on a belief in God, Smith is a prominent member of the Discovery Institute, the Seattle-based organization dedicated to promoting "representative government, the free market, and individual liberty" and that is at the forefront of the campaign to get Intelligent Design accepted as a legitimate scientific theory. David Klinghoffer (2010) , a Senior Fellow at the Discovery Institute, clearly believes that Intelligent Design and Smith's stance on animal liberation are cut from the same exceptionalist cloth and that Smith's book is a salvo in the struggle against the moral depravity of Darwinism, which allegedly reduces humans to the status of mere animals. Smith's blog, Secondhand Smoke, is hosted by The Institute on Religion and Public Life, whose aim is "to advance a religiously informed public philosophy for the ordering of society." Smith is also a climate-change sceptic who associates globalwarming "hysteria" with worship of nature at the expense of human well-being.
Smith is firmly opposed to what he calls "personhood theory," that is, to making membership in the moral community dependent on an individual's possessing some specified level of cognitive capacity.
To go down that road, he maintains, is to reject the notion of fundamental moral equality among humans that is crucial to a humane and civilized society. But when it comes to the distinction between humans and animals, Smith is eager to conflate having exceptional cognitive abilities with having exceptional moral value.
He thinks the very fact that humans can advocate moral rights for animals (something animals cannot understand) shows that humans are exceptional and therefore proves that only humans are entitled to moral rights. With this in mind, he often chides liberationists for not understanding that they contradict themselves simply by advocating animal liberation.
Smith's case for human exceptionalism rests on the claim that all humans have a nature characterized by moral agency. He is not fazed by the fact that not all humans are moral agents, insisting that we focus instead on the "intrinsic nature" of the species. He apparently believes that each species has an essence, a defining trait or set of traits that is shared by every one of its members -in contrast to the If the concept of every human's having a special moral value deriving from "the essence of our humanness" is unpersuasive, what about the related "argument from species normality" -the distribution of special value to all humans on the basis of the moral agency of most humans? Smith invokes Carl Cohen's highly dubious assertion that moral status is to be assigned on the basis of kind rather than on the basis of individual attributes. So, since human beings who are not moral agents are members of a class, or kind, of being that typically does display moral agency, they are entitled to the unique respect that moral beings deserve. Smith offers no reason for us to assent to this kind of claim (claim of kind) and he ignores, or is unaware of, the logical problems it raises -instead warning readers against the "clever sophistry" of philosophers who judge moral status on the basis of individual capacities.
As Nathan Nobis (2004) This is not to say that species membership is never relevant. A chimpanzee or a parrot may have the same facility for language acquisition as a mentally handicapped human. But it does not follow that the animal should be accorded the same right to be taught a language, since the animal does not characteristically have the same interest in participating in human society (Anderson 2004) . It is not unreasonable, then, to hold that humans, including the mentally handicapped, will have certain species-specific rights that animals do not have. In addition, acquired duties, such as those we have to family and friends by virtue of our lived relationships with them, can sometimes give us reason to favour one individual over another.
None of this provides justification for treating any sentient being as mere means to our ends. Even if can be shown (on some account more plausible than Cohen's) that all human beings deserve an elevated moral status, it is not clear why this elevated status should entail the right to exploit, kill, and consume beings of lesser statusespecially in those instances where no human vital needs are at stake.
The issue of moral agency is a red herring. There is no logical requirement that all humans be moral "by nature" in order for every one of them to be entitled to respectful treatment. If not Tom Regan's "subject of a life" theory, then surely Gary Francione's sentiencebased rights view would give Smith all he desires in terms of recognizing the equal inherent worth of all humans, including the mentally handicapped. By recognizing sentience as a sufficient condition for the right to be treated with respect, Smith could make a rationally defensible argument against the abuses to which he believes many incapacitated humans are vulnerable. But his doctrine of human exceptionalism cannot countenance just any ethical view that protects humans, for it is not enough to include all humans within the moral community -one must simultaneously exclude all non-humans. And this is crucial: human exceptionalism is at least as much about whom we are determined to exclude from the moral community as about whom we wish to include within it.
When animals are resources by their very nature, killing and consuming them is hardly an issue. For Smith, the fact that humans are omnivores with a long history of eating meat is enough to remove any fundamental ethical question on this score. Eating meat is natural and nourishing, and that makes it okay. Even "humane meat" must take a back seat to providing the masses with lots of cheap animal flesh. In any case, according to Smith, the alleged horrors of "factory farms" are greatly exaggerated. His "gotcha" response to the claim that "meat is murder" is his "veganism is murder" reductio.
Even plant agriculture involves the death of animals via ploughing, harvesting, habitat destruction, etc. So even a diet free of animal ingredients involves the killing of animals, and hence vegans, by their own ethics, must be immoral killers. Smith cites an essay by Steven Davis (2003) that favours an omnivorous diet including grass-fed animals as the best way to minimize deaths, but he neglects to mention critiques that seriously challenge Davis's figures (Lamey 2007; Matheny 2003) . Perhaps the omission is understandable:
Smith goes on to say that none of this really matters anyway, since we have no moral duty to reduce the number of animals we kill. Abstain from meat or dairy if you wish (Smith suggests this is in itself a harmless, monk-like form of asceticism) but don't claim that one choice of diet is ethically any better than any other. It is surely a sad commentary on civilization in the twenty-first century that we have only begun to debate whether torturing and killing our nearest relatives is acceptable. Passage of legislation granting great apes rights to life, liberty, and freedom from torture would hold out some hope (though no certainty) that they might be saved from extinction and enabled to live relatively free lives, and it would mark significant change in ethical thinking by removing some non-humans from the legal category of property and recognizing their intrinsic moral worth. It is this last bit -recognizing the intrinsic moral worth of members of other species -that is generating fear and loathing among human apes. Although chimpanzees have cognitive faculties roughly equivalent to those of normal three-year-old human children (and according to one study are better than university students at remembering sequences of numbers on a screen), there is fierce resistance from Wesley J. Smith and company to granting them the right not to be tortured, killed, eaten, orphaned, kept in tiny cages, deliberately infected with fatal diseases, or to have their body parts used for trinkets or medicines.
Some animal advocates object to the campaign for legal rights for apes because it arguably reinforces a hierarchy of dominance in which moral worth is measured in terms of likeness to humans. But Smith believes -correctly, in my opinion -that granting rights to apes would be what has been called "the point of the spear" for breaking the barrier between humans and non-humans.
Smith insists that, rather than ascribing rights to animals, we should recognize that we have a duty to treat them humanely. (He calls himself an advocate of "animal welfare.") In fact, numerous advocates of animal liberation, from utilitarians to feminists to eco socialists to postmodernists, are sceptical of ascribing rights to animals. And, in any case, the language of animal rights can be translated into the language of strong human duties. But the convenient notion that we have a duty to be "humane" can excuse a multitude of sins. "Humane" is a flexible concept and just about anything can qualify if "humane" is always to be measured by reference to human benefit. By contrast, the inconvenient idea that animals have rights makes excuses more difficult. And that -not philosophical disputation about whether it makes sense to ascribe rights to those who are not moral agents -is the point for Smith: the ascription of rights to animals presents an inconvenient barrier to their being exploited for human gain.
Smith repeatedly expresses the fear that by ascribing rights to animals we will come to see ourselves as no better than they are and will thence behave in brutal ways toward each other. Does he feel he would lose control of his own atavistic anti-social instincts if rights were ascribed to animals -that it is only his knowledge that animals can be exploited and killed for human gain that keeps him on the path of moral probity? Why the grim determination to exclude animals from the moral community?
Perversely, a sense of human worth can be bound up with such exclusion. It is instructive to note the frequency with which it is asserted that ascribing rights to animals is unacceptable because it would reduce human beings to a brutish, dog-eat-dog level and in effect mean the end of human rights. For Kenan Malik, who believes that animals are Cartesian "zombies" lacking consciousness, human exceptionalism is about transcending the dictates of nature, and to reduce humans to just natural beings is to undermine moral progress. The problem goes beyond this. The fear that we may become "just another animal in the forest" reflects not only the (unsubstantiated) fear that we would lose respect for each other, but existential fear. At a primal level, the subordination and exploitation of the other may appear to be the only guarantee we have of our exceptional status. Hence, it is only by asserting our right to dominate and exploit other sentient creatures that we can overcome the fear that we will share their ultimate fate. It is only in this way that we can overcome the fear of being treated as if we were animals: that is, of being treated the way we treat others who are not human.
So we must continue to treat animals like animals to prove to ourselves that we are not just animals who will be treated like animals. The irony is that in doing so we may undermine respect for other humans: as Kelly Oliver (2009, pp. 303-04) argues, "The man/animal binary is not just any opposition; it is the one used most often to justify violence, not only man's violence to animals, but also man's violence to other people deemed to be like animals."
The real fear for many is that if our destiny is one with the other living creatures of this world, then we have been abandoned by God and Fate and there is no eternal salvation for us -for surely God cares little or nothing for individual animal lives, from all the evidence around us, including our own treatment of those lives. Yet, it is not only those who wish fervently that an Intelligent Designer has a special plan for them who can feel threatened by the idea that humans and non-humans are in the same boat, morally speaking. So can those who see evolution as certifying human moral superiority ("We've clawed our way to the top of the heap"). The desire to be assured that humans occupy a special place in the universe runs deep, and is not limited to religious believers. Conversely, as Rod The determination of Smith and company to deny significant moral standing to all non-humans is no way to safeguard human rights. As Tom Regan (1985, p. 24) puts it, "the animal rights movement is a part of, not antagonistic to, the human rights movement. The theory that rationally grounds the rights of animals also grounds the rights of humans." I suggest that the refusal (rather than simple failure) to understand this is to be explained by a pathology of desire for domination over the other, a desire rooted in existential dread. Apart, then, from the propaganda value of tarring the animal-liberation movement with the "terrorist" label, the widespread invocation of the notion of terror by Smith and opponents of "animal rights" reveals a more profound unease. This is the real terror of animal rights: the existential terror induced in those who feel a threat to their privileged place in the grand scheme of things. For Smith, as for Louis XV, it's "Après moi, le déluge." Darwin argued that morality is not something pulled out of thin air by the power of human reason. Even members of social non human species exhibit proto-moral behaviour. The moral sentiment, to sympathize with one's fellows and come to their aid, is naturally selected for because it promotes survival. We are moral because we are natural beings, not because we transcend nature. Today human survival and flourishing require the evolution of our understanding of the moral community. In disconnecting humans from the rest of nature and locating all ultimate value in them, the doctrine of human exceptionalism expresses an objectively outmoded world-view, one that props up what has become a profoundly dysfunctional industrial civilization. Human exceptionalism is not a statement of fact, but an assertion of domination. It exalts one species at the expense of reducing the rest of nature to brute matter, grist for the mill of capital accumulation. Neither human society nor the ecosystems that form its life-support can afford this way of thinking much longer.
At the core of Smith's view is his belief that human dignity is inseparably bound up with domination of the non-human world.
Surely there is something very odd about the argument that because we are uniquely moral beings we have the right to harm other creatures even where no vital interest of ours is at stake, and that any attempt to restrict that right is an attack on our dignity. Philosopher Jean Kazez has described this thinking as "wondrously twisted." No doubt, however, many who read Smith's book will find nothing amiss, and indeed will find him to be speaking refreshing common sense.
What we have here are different paradigms -incompatible understandings of reality -and there is no common language to bridge the gap. In particular, it seems to me that the case for an ethics of liberation can be understood only to the extent that compassion, or sympathy, or the heart -what Wesley J. Smith constantly denigrates in animal advocates as mere emotion -first makes its audience receptive.
